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ABSTRACT
Many real-world systems involve higher-order interactions
and thus demand complex models such as hypergraphs. For
instance, a research article could have multiple collaborating
authors, and therefore the co-authorship network is best
represented as a hypergraph. In this work, we focus on the
problem of hyperedge prediction. This problem has immense
applications in multiple domains, such as predicting new col-
laborations in social networks, discovering new chemical
reactions in metabolic networks, etc. Despite having signifi-
cant importance, the problem of hyperedge prediction hasn’t
received adequate attention, mainly because of its inherent
complexity. In a graph with n nodes the number of poten-
tial edges is O(n2), whereas in a hypergraph, the number of
potential hyperedges is O(2n). To avoid searching through
the huge space of hyperedges, current methods restrain the
original problem in the following two ways. One class of
algorithms assume the hypergraphs to be k-uniform where
each hyperedge can have exactly k nodes. However, many
real-world systems are not confined only to have interac-
tions involving k components. Thus, these algorithms are not
suitable for many real-world applications. The second class
of algorithms requires a candidate set of hyperedges from
which the potential hyperedges are chosen. In the absence of
domain knowledge, the candidate set can have O(2n) possi-
ble hyperedges, which makes this problem intractable. More
often than not, domain knowledge is not readily available,
making these methods limited in applicability. We propose
HPRA - Hyperedge Prediction using Resource Allocation, the
first of its kind algorithm, which overcomes these issues
and predicts hyperedges of any cardinality without using
any candidate hyperedge set. HPRA is a similarity-based
∗Both authors contributed equally to this research.

method working on the principles of the resource allocation
process. In addition to recovering missing hyperedges, we
demonstrate that HPRA can predict future hyperedges in
a wide range of hypergraphs. Our extensive set of exper-
iments shows that HPRA achieves statistically significant
improvements over state-of-the-art methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Complex systems are often characterized by several compo-
nents that interact with one another in multiple ways. Such
systems are encountered in various domains such as brain
networks in biology [41], railway networks in transportation
[36], multiple computers connected in the internet [9], hu-
mans involved in multifaceted relationships [29], etc. These
systems are often modeled as graphs where nodes repre-
sent the components, and edges represent their interactions.
Though graph-modeling is backed by rigorous graph theory,
it assumes that the components of the system can only be in-
volved in pairwise interactions. This assumption may lead to
an over-simplification of systems with higher-order interac-
tions, such as multiple web pages connected to a single web
page [4], multiple metabolites involved in a reaction [38], a
set of proteins forming a protein complex [20], several cities
connected by a train [36], several people collaborating for
a project [14], etc. These systems can be more accurately
modeled using hypergraphs where nodes represent the in-
teracting components, and hyperedges capture higher-order
interactions.
Recently, hypergraph modeling has been used to solve

problems related to clustering [24], inference [8, 45], motif
counting [6], centrality [1, 34], page/image reputation in
web [4, 47], etc. In this paper, we focus on a less explored
but extremely significant problem of hyperedge prediction.
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Recent studies have shown remarkable performance in edge
(link) prediction [19, 25, 42, 48] in graphs. Predicting future
edges in temporal graphs is also an active area of research
[17, 32, 33, 43]. Unlike edge prediction, hyperedge prediction
has several bottlenecks, both semantically and computation-
ally, making the problem more challenging. The inherent
complexity of hypergraphs hinders edge-prediction methods
from directly predicting hyperedges. Unlike graphs, where
an edge can connect only two nodes, a hyperedge can con-
nect an arbitrary number of nodes. Thus, while in a graph,
the maximum possible number of edges is O(n2), in a hy-
pergraph, the maximum possible number of hyperedges is
O(2n). Searching through this enormous space for potential
hyperedges exacerbates the modeling and search challenge
as compared to the traditional edge or link prediction. Ex-
isting hyperedge prediction methods typically sidestep this
problem in the following ways:
• Restricting thehyperedge cardinality:Thesemeth-
ods are limited to work for k-uniform hypergraphs
where each hyperedge connects exactly k nodes [5].
However, most of the real-world hypergraphs have
arbitrary-sized hyperedges, which makes these meth-
ods unsuitable for several practical applications.
• Using a candidate hyperedge set: These methods
model the hyperedge prediction problem as a clas-
sification task [44, 49]. These methods classify each
hyperedge from the candidate set into a positive or
negative class. However, these methods need inten-
sive domain knowledge to construct the appropriate
candidate hyperedge set, limiting their applicability in
real-world systems. Moreover, the evaluation of such
methods depends significantly on the choice of the
candidate hyperedge set [31].

Apart from the hyperedge prediction methods mentioned
above, there exists a parallel line of work where the future
group interactions are predicted by viewing them as a se-
quence of sets [2, 3]. These techniques work on the assump-
tion that every future set (group interaction) is a resultant of
exactly one set at previous timestamps. This assumption does
not hold while predicting hyperedges in various real-world
networks, making our problem more challenging.
We propose a resource allocation based method [27, 51],

HPRA: Hyperedge Prediction using Resource Allocation1, which
predicts novel hyperedges of any cardinality. The major con-
tributions in this paper are:
(1) We propose a computationally-efficient hyperedge pre-

diction model, HPRA, which can predict novel hyper-
edges without using any candidate set.

(2) We propose a variant of HPRA, which can be used in
conjunction with a candidate hyperedge set.

1Code is available at - https://github.com/darwk/HyperedgePrediction

(3) We show that HPRA can predict future hyperedges in
addition to recovering missing hyperedges in a wide
range of hypergraphs.

(4) Our comprehensive set of experiments demonstrates
that HPRA significantly outperforms the state-of-the-
art methods in terms of widely used metrics such as
area under the precision-recall curve (AUC) and preci-
sion.

2 PRELIMINARIES
Here, we introduce the mathematical notations used in the
rest of the paper, followed by link prediction algorithms,
specifically, resource allocation.

Hypergraphs
A hypergraph is represented by a tupleG = (V ,E,w); where
V is the set of n nodes (or vertices) and E is the set ofm hy-
peredges. Each hyperedge e has a positive weightw(e) asso-
ciated with it. While in a traditional graph, an edge connects
two nodes, a hyperedge can connect an arbitrary number of
nodes. Degree of node v is defined as d(v) = ∑

e ∈E,v ∈e w(e)
and N (v) is a set containing the one-hop neighbors of node
v (nodes of hyperedges, v is part of). For a hyperedge e , its
degree is defined as δ (e) = |e |. Incidence matrix H is a n ×m
matrix with entries h(v, e) = 1 if v ∈ e , and 0 otherwise.
Dv ∈ Rn×n , De ∈ Rm×m andW ∈ Rm×m are the diagonal
matrices containing node degrees, hyperedge degrees and
hyperedge weights respectively. Then the adjacency matrix
of hypergraph G is defined as[13]: A = HWHT − Dv
Node Degree Preserving Reduction [21]: During clique
reduction, the node degree of a vertex v is over counted by
a factor of (δ (e) − 1) for each hyperedge containing v . To
preserve the node degree, we can scale down eachw(e) by a
factor of (δ (e) − 1). This results in the following adjacency
matrix,

Andp = HW (De − I )−1HT − Dv

In our discussions, we assumeW to be an identity ma-
trix but our proposed approach is applicable to anyW with
positive weights.

Link Prediction using Similarity-Based Algorithms
Several kind of real-world networks such as social networks,
web networks are known to exhibit the property of ho-
mophily, which states that similar nodes are more likely
to connect in future than dissimilar nodes [28, 35]. In accor-
dance with this, similarity-based algorithms are broadly used
for edge prediction in graphs. In a typical similarity-based
algorithm, a similarity score is defined for node-pairs of a
graph. Based on the similarity score, all the possible edges
are ranked, and the top-ranked edges are chosen as the po-
tential edges. Despite being a simple framework, defining
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Figure 1: Example illustrating resource transfer directly between nodes in a hypergraph.

an appropriate similarity score to capture the node similar-
ities is a nontrivial task. One group of existing works use
the node attributes to define the similarity score for node-
pairs [26], but are restricted to attributed graphs. Without
such restriction, another group of methods define similarity
scores solely based on the network structure and are termed
as structural similarity scores. Popular structural similarity
scores are common neighbors [30], resource allocation [51]
and katz index [18]. We elaborate on these scores in the later
sections.

Resource Allocation (RA)
Motivated by the resource allocation process in networks
[10], RA score [51] for a node-pair (x ,y), which are not di-
rectly connected is defined as:

RAxy =
∑

z∈N (x )∩N (y)

1
d(z)

To illustrate resource allocation in a simple way, assume
node x has a resource amount of d(x) units allocated to it.
Node x transfers its resource to node y through common
neighbors, who act as transmitters in the following way;
Node x uniformly distributes its resource to all its neighbors,
resulting in each neighbor of x getting a unit of resource.
Following this, neighbors of x uniformly transfer their unit
resource to their neighbors. The resource that nodey receives
from node x is defined as the resource allocation score for
pair (x ,y). A higher amount of resource transferred between
two nodes signifies a higher similarity among those nodes.

3 METHOD
Similar to the traditional link prediction methodology[42], a
hyperedge can be predicted by exploring all possible hyper-
edges in the search space and ranking them. However, such
an approach is infeasible as the hypergraph search space is
vast O(2n) - unlike graphs, where the search space is O(n2).
We overcome the difficulty of vast search space by pruning
the space in steps. In this section, we first define the Hyper-
graph Resource Allocation (HRA) index. Using HRA, we define
Node-Hyperedge Attachment Score (NHAS), which captures

the likelihood of a node being a member of the new hyper-
edge. We then present HPRA: Hyperedge Prediction using
Resource Allocation to predict novel hyperedges.

Hypergraph Resource Allocation (HRA)
HRA index is motivated by the RA index defined for graphs.
RA index is defined for the node-pairs (x ,y) which are not
directly connected, as these node-pairs are potential new
edges. Unlike graphs, new hyperedges can have nodes which
are already connected in the hypergraph. Thus, node x can
transfer its resources to y by either a direct connection
(HRAdirect ) or via common neighbors (HRAindirect ). To de-
termine HRAdirect , assume node x has a resource of d(x)
units. Node x uniformly distributes its resources to all hyper-
edges that include x . In the next step, the resource allocated
to each hyperedge is uniformly distributed to the nodes of
rhe hyperedge apart from x . The amount of resource node y
receives directly from node x is given by HRAdirect (x ,y) =∑

e,s .t .,x,y∈e
1

δ (e)−1 (this is equal to Andp (x ,y) [21]). Figure 1
illustrates the direct transfer of resource between nodes in a
toy hypergraph. Initially, v1 distributes its resources to all
three hyperedges uniformly, as shown in Figure 1(b). In the
next step, the unit resource allocated to each hyperedge is
uniformly distributed to its nodes excluding v1.
To determine HRAindirect , assume node z is a common

neighbor of x andy. Node z receivesHRAdirect (x , z) amount
of resource from x and then distributes it to all its neighbors.
Node y being a neighbor of z, receives HRAdirect (x , z) ×
1

d (z) × HRAdirect (z,y) amount of resource. Total resource
received by y through all common neighbors is given by:

HRAindir ect (x, y) =
∑

z∈N (x )∩N (y)
HRAdirect (x, z) ×

1
d (z) × HRAdirect (z, y)

Combining HRAdirect score with HRAindirect , we define
the similarity between x and y as,

HRAxy = HRAdirect (x ,y) + HRAindirect (x ,y)

Notice that the HRA computation depends only on the
local neighborhood. Thus, HRA can be computed efficiently
for very large networks.
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Figure 2: An Illustration ofHPRA. (a) cardinality of newhyperedge d is sampled proportional to hyperedge degree distribution.
(b) first node is chosen based on Preferential Attachment and added to e. (c) subsequent nodes are sampled from set V\e based
on the NHAS scores and added to e. This step is repeated until d nodes are added to e

Node-Hyperedge Attachment Score (NHAS)
Social networks are known to possess homophily; for in-
stance, consider a musical band e looking for a дuitarist .
Assume guitarists x and y are known to be equally good, and
guitarist x has previously worked with few members from e .
Then guitarist x is more likely to be part of e as compared
to y. Here, the musical band represents a hyperedge and
band members are the nodes. Following the principles of
homophily and using HRA to capture node-node similarity,
we formally define NHAS as follows:

NHASx,e =
1
|e |

(∑
y∈e

HRAxy

)
HPRA: Hyperedge Prediction using Resource
Allocation
The problem of hyperedge prediction can be disintegrated
into the following sub-problems:
(1) What should be the cardinality of the new hyperedge?
(2) Once the hyperedge-cardinality is determined, which

node should be the first member of the new hyperedge?
(3) What are the other nodes that should be part of the

new hyperedge?
We propose HPRA (Algorithm 1), which addresses the afore-
mentioned problems in the following ways, and also depict
the same in Figure 2:
(1) A hyperedge prediction algorithm is expected to pre-

serve the structural properties of the hypergraph [11].
One such structural property is hyperedge degree dis-
tribution. To preserve it, the cardinality of the new

hyperedge has to be in line with the observed hyper-
edge degree distribution. Therefore, we sample the
cardinality of the new hyperedge from the observed hy-
peredge degree distribution. In other words, the higher
the number of observed hyperedges with degree d , the
higher the probability that the new hyperedge cardi-
nality is d .
However, there is a possibility of not encountering
the hyperedges of a specific cardinality in the hyper-
graph. To predict hyperedges with such cardinalities,
we smoothen the hyperedge degree distribution by fol-
lowing a Laplace smoothing operator and work with
the resultant distribution [40]. Thus, we always have
a fail-safe probability to handle missing cardinalities
in the hypergraph.

(2) More often than not, social [12] and web networks
[22] evolve by following the principles of preferential
attachment, i.e., nodes with a higher degree are more
likely to form new links. Following this, once the car-
dinality d of new hyperedge is determined, we choose
the first member of the hyperedge with probability
proportional to the node degrees.

(3) As the new hyperedge e is initialized with one node
vnew , we compute NHAS (Algorithm 2) of all the re-
maining nodes and the new hyperedge e . We sample a
node from the setV \ e proportional to NHAS and add
it to e . We repeat this step, until δ (e) becomes equal to
d .
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Algorithm 1: Hyperedge Prediction using Resource Al-
location (HPRA)
Input: Hypergraph Incidence Matrix H, Node set V,

Hyperedge Degree Distribution HDD
Output: Predicted Hyperedge e

1 // Initialize hyperedge e
2 e ← {}
3 // Sample hyperedge degree from HDD
4 d ← дet_deдree(hyperedдe_deдrees,prob = HDD)
5 // Select first node using Preferential Attachment
6 vnew = дet_node(V ,prob = node_deдrees)
7 e .add(vnew )
8 while size(e) < d do
9 // Compute NHAS for remaining nodes

10 scores ← NHAS(e,V )
11 // Select a node based on NHAS
12 v ← дet_node(V ,prob = scores)
13 e .add(v)
14 end

Algorithm 2: Node-Hyperedge Attachment Scores
Input: Edge e, Node set V, HRA score matrix HRA
Output: Node-Hyperedge Attachment Scores scores)

1 // Initialize scores
2 scores ← zeroes(size(V ))
3 // Compute NHAS for each node in V \ e
4 for vi in V do
5 if vi not in e then
6 for vj in e do
7 scores[i] ← scores[i] + HRA(vi ,vj )
8 end
9 scores[i] ← 1

size(e) ∗ (scores[i])
10 end
11 end

4 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of HPRA on a broad range of
networks. We propose new baselines by extending state-of-
the-art similarity measures to be used with HPRA framework
by replacing the HRA index. Before elaborating on the exper-
imental setup, we first introduce the baselines and datasets
used for evaluation.

Baselines
Coordinated Matrix Minimisation (CMM) [49]: CMM
is based on matrix factorisation in adjacency space of hyper-
graph. It uses the EM algorithm to determine the presence
or absence of candidate hyperedges.

Spectral Hypergraph Clustering (SHC) [50]: SHC mod-
els the task of hyperedge prediction as a classification prob-
lem. Hypergraph Laplacian is used to classify the new hy-
peredges into positive or negative class.
Common Neighbors (CN) [30], Katz [18] : CN and Katz
are pairwise similarity indices for link prediction. CN is a lo-
cal measure that assigns a similarity score based on the com-
mon neighbors of two nodes. Katz index is a global measure
that captures the similarity between two nodes by consider-
ing paths connecting the nodes. A damping factor β is used
to assign higher importance to relatively shorter paths. β is
determined by searching over {0.005,0.01,0.05,0.1,0.5} using
cross-validation.

Datasets
For our experiments, we only use the largest connected com-
ponent of the network. Statistics of the datasets are shown
in Table 1.
Cora, Citeseer [37] and ArnetMiner [39]: We built two
networks from each dataset; co-citation and co-reference
where a node represents a paper. In a co-citation network,
a hyperedge connects papers cited together. Similarly, in a
co-reference network, if a set of papers refer to the same
paper, they are connected by a hyperedge.
HiggsTwitter [7]: This dataset captures messages posted
on Twitter about the Higgs boson discovery. We built a social
network, where a node represents a person and hyperedge
connects all people following the same person.
DBLP [23]: This is a co-authorship dataset. Here, a node
represents an author and hyperedge connects authors of the
paper.
Movielens [15]: This is a multi-relational dataset, where
nodes represent movies and a hyperedge connects movies
directed by the same individual.
Amazon Product Metadata [16]: We used metadata of
products from the video games category and built two net-
works; co-view and co-purchase. In both networks, nodes
represent products. In a co-view network, a hyperedge con-
nects products viewed by customers at the time of purchase.
Similarly, in a co-purchase network, a hyperedge connects
products purchased together by customers.

Evaluation of HPRA
In general, we are not aware of the missing hyperedges.
Therefore, for experimentation, we randomly divide the hy-
peredges into two sets: Training set (ET ) and Missing set
(EM ). By treating ET as the observed hyperedges, we try to
predict hyperedges of EM . To remove any unwanted bias,
we partition the hyperedges into K subsets. Every time we
select one subset as EM and the remaining K − 1 subsets
jointly as ET . We repeat the cross-validation process K times,
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Datasets # nodes # hyperedges Avg hyperedge degree Avg node degree
(a) Citeseer Co-reference 1299 626 4.6102 2.2217
(b) Citeseer Co-citation 1016 817 3.4198 2.7500
(c) Cora Co-reference 1961 875 5.2594 2.3467
(d) Cora Co-citation 1339 1503 3.0598 3.4579
(e) DBLP Co-authorship 4695 2561 5.6177 3.0643
(f) Movielens 3893 4677 79.8751 95.9609
(g) HiggsTwitter 9948 9605 47.7413 46.0951
(h) Amazon Co-view 18565 10839 13.9063 8.1190
(i) Amazon Co-purchase 24944 27675 41.7589 46.3309
(j) ArnetMiner Co-citation 21375 17300 4.1304 3.3429
(k) ArnetMiner Co-reference 16620 26640 4.5388 7.2752

Table 1: Datasets Description

with each of theK subsets being used exactly once as the EM .
This way, each hyperedge is used for testing exactly once.
However, this approach has a limitation that after splitting
the hyperedge set, few nodes may not be connected to any
other node in the ET . It is not practical to expect the method
to predict hyperedges having such nodes. Therefore, we re-
move these hyperedges from EM . Once we have the final ET
and EM , we generate |EM | number of new hyperedges by
treating ET as observed hyperedges using HPRA and call it
as the predicted hyperedges set (EP ). We evaluate the perfor-
mance of our algorithm by computing the Average F1 score
[46].

• Average F1 Score: We use this measure to quantify
the closeness of predicted hyperedges to the missing
hyperedge set. Average F1 score is the average of the
F1-score of the best matching missing hyperedge to
each predicted hyperedge and the F1-score of the best-
matching predicted hyperedge to each missing hyper-
edge:

Averaдe F1 Score = 1
2

( 1
|EM |

∑
ei ∈EM

F1(ei , êд(i))+

1
|EP |

∑
êi ∈EP

F1(eд′(i), êi )
)

where д and д′ are defined as follows:

д(i) = arдmax j (F1(ei , êj ))
д′(i) = arдmax j (F1(ej , êi ))

To compareHPRAwith Katz and CN, we use the respective
pairwise scores instead of the HRA score in our framework.
For datasets (a) to (e), we used 5-fold cross validation. For
rest of the datasets, we used 10-fold cross validation.

HPRA with a candidate hyperedge set (HPRA-CHS)
To compare the performance against the methods which use
a candidate set, we propose a variant of HPRA. In HPRA-CHS,
we select the top |EM | hyperedges based on HRA score as
predictions. For a candidate hyperedge, HRA score is com-
puted by taking the average of all pairwise (m(m−1)2 ) HRA
indices.

Similar to the above setting, for evaluating HPRA-CHS, we
divide the hyperedges into a Training set (ET ) and Missing
set (EM ). We build a candidate set consisting of the miss-
ing set EM and a set of distractor hyperedges. Distractor
hyperedges are generated randomly based on the hyperedge
degree distribution of the network. In our experiments, the
distractor hyperedges set is ten times the size of missing hy-
peredges set. We generalize the Katz and CN pairwise indices
using a method similar to HRA. We evaluate our method us-
ing two standard metrics, AUC (Table 3) and Precision (Table
4), similar to [27, 49]. In Tables, ‘-’correspond to experiments
that did not complete even after 24 hours of execution on a
64GB, Intel Xeon processor.

• AUC: AUC score can be interpreted as the probability
that a randomly chosen missing hyperedge is assigned
a higher score than a randomly chosen distractor hy-
peredge.
• Precision: Given the rank of the hyperedges in the
candidate set, precision is defined as the ratio of actual
missing hyperedges to the number of predicted hyper-
edges. That is to say, if we choose the top L ones (L
is the size of missing hyperedges set) as predicted hy-
peredges, among which Lm hyperedges are in missing
hyperedge set, then precision is equal to ( LmL ).
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Katz CN HPRA
(a) 0.1346 ± 0.0366 0.1221 ± 0.0259 0.1449 ± 0.0127
(b) 0.2570 ± 0.0219 0.2568 ± 0.0170 0.2949 ± 0.2030
(c) 0.1199 ± 0.0125 0.1024 ± 0.0177 0.1303 ± 0.0225
(d) 0.3644 ± 0.0110 0.3389 ± 0.0058 0.3866 ± 0.0075
(e) 0.2480 ± 0.0051 0.2215 ± 0.0073 0.2855 ± 0.0077
(f) 0.1050 ± 0.0007 0.1049 ± 0.0008 0.1215 ± 0.0007
(g) 0.1472 ± 0.0071 0.1529 ± 0.0046 0.1921 ± 0.0090
(h) 0.1290 ± 0.0034 0.1469 ± 0.0072 0.2218 ± 0.0061
(i) 0.1405 ± 0.0025 0.1565 ± 0.0033 0.2234 ± 0.0048
(j) 0.2256 ± 0.0059 0.2225 ± 0.0056 0.2495 ± 0.0058
(k) 0.2676 ± 0.0034 0.2530 ± 0.0031 0.2895 ± 0.0027

Table 2: Average F1 Scores of HPRA and baselines. First column represents datasets described in Table 1.

CMM SHC Katz CN HPRA
(a) 0.2966 ± 0.0340 0.5884 ± 0.0382 0.8396 ± 0.0806 0.8347 ± 0.0153 0.9007 ± 0.0067
(b) 0.3824 ± 0.0707 0.7512 ± 0.0246 0.8831 ± 0.0167 0.8460 ± 0.0135 0.8999 ± 0.0145
(c) 0.4074 ± 0.0407 0.5487 ± 0.0170 0.8290 ± 0.0272 0.7877 ± 0.0281 0.8508 ± 0.0222
(d) 0.3662 ± 0.0057 0.8007 ± 0.0204 0.9374 ± 0.0076 0.9073 ± 0.0089 0.9227 ± 0.0099
(e) 0.0716 ± 0.0270 0.8076 ± 0.0295 0.9892 ± 0.0092 0.9812 ± 0.0095 0.9898 ± 0.0076
(f) 0.0607 ± 0.0316 0.6578 ± 0.0091 0.5683 ± 0.0974 0.9689 ± 0.0010 0.9936 ± 0.0016
(g) - 0.6057 ± 0.0271 0.4763 ± 0.0644 0.8051 ± 0.0124 0.9874 ± 0.0021
(h) - 0.5701 ± 0.0122 0.5810 ± 0.0349 0.9859 ± 0.0035 0.9897 ± 0.0032
(i) - 0.5941 ± 0.0106 0.3801 ± 0.1438 0.9842 ± 0.0017 0.9979 ± 0.0009
(j) - 0.6637 ± 0.0093 0.9293 ± 0.0072 0.9126 ± 0.0059 0.9237 ± 0.0063
(k) - 0.6059 ± 0.0064 0.8070 ± 0.0416 0.9080 ± 0.0034 0.9421 ± 0.0026

Table 3: AUC results ofHPRAand aforementioned baselines. First column represents datasets described inTable 1. Themissing
entries correspond to experiments that did not complete even after 24 hours of execution.

CMM SHC Katz CN HPRA
(a) 0.0403 ± 0.0248 0.1235 ± 0.0401 0.6901 ± 0.0906 0.6666 ± 0.0599 0.7803 ± 0.131
(b) 0.1502 ± 0.0507 0.3721 ± 0.0308 0.8014 ± 0.0159 0.7344 ± 0.0279 0.8299 ± 0.0326
(c) 0.0588 ± 0.0282 0.1192 ± 0.0146 0.6972 ± 0.0374 0.6582 ± 0.0539 0.7615 ± 0.0231
(d) 0.1096 ± 0.0391 0.4580 ± 0.0414 0.8649 ± 0.0157 0.8391 ± 0.0161 0.8588 ± 0.0164
(e) 0.0072 ± 0.0063 0.4787 ± 0.0525 0.9625 ± 0.0185 0.9152 ± 0.0237 0.9523 ± 0.0099
(f) 0.0216 ± 0.0075 0.4445 ± 0.0132 0.3319 ± 0.0765 0.8722 ± 0.0077 0.9555 ± 0.0019
(g) - 0.3905 ± 0.0132 0.3099 ± 0.0499 0.5554 ± 0.0129 0.9220 ± 0.0053
(h) - 0.4529 ± 0.0137 0.5699 ± 0.0354 0.9561 ± 0.0046 0.9698 ± 0.0069
(i) - 0.4161 ± 0.0161 0.3515 ± 0.1364 0.9577 ± 0.0030 0.9914 ± 0.0014
(j) - 0.4265 ± 0.0202 0.8669 ± 0.0114 0.8172 ± 0.0104 0.8394 ± 0.0112
(k) - 0.4782 ± 0.0067 0.7242 ± 0.0356 0.6475 ± 0.0135 0.8581 ± 0.0031

Table 4: Precision results of HPRA and aforementioned baselines. First column represents datasets described in Table 1. The
missing entries correspond to experiments that did not complete even after 24 hours of execution.
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Figure 3: An illustration of the temporal dataset. Each graph represents the co-citation hypergraph in the respective year. Here,
the task is to predict the hyperedges in the latter hypergraph (2007 in the figure) by using the information fromprevious years.

Existing hyperedges Future hyperedges # nodes # existing # future Avg hyperedge Avg node
(years) (years) hyperedges hyperedges degree degree

(1) 2000-2002 2003 10140 20234 6941 6.5527 13.0758
(2) 2001-2003 2004 11827 24018 7574 6.8275 13.8652
(3) 2002-2004 2005 13007 33452 15265 6.4968 16.7089
(4) 2003-2005 2006 16903 45090 17489 6.8317 18.2242
(5) 2004-2006 2007 22143 60265 20007 7.1386 19.4288

Table 5: Temporal ACM Cocitation Dataset Description.

Average F1 score AUC Precision
Katz CN HPRA CMM SHC Katz CN HPRA CMM SHC Katz CN HPRA

(1) 0.3288 0.3016 0.3658 0.2508 0.5678 0.9330 0.9359 0.9531 0.3086 0.6124 0.8721 0.8797 0.9059
(2) 0.3174 0.2949 0.3531 0.2413 0.5592 0.9423 0.9442 0.9563 0.3132 0.6368 0.8745 0.8959 0.9167
(3) 0.3478 0.3192 0.3863 - 0.5378 0.9442 0.9449 0.9529 - 0.6211 0.8823 0.9090 0.9286
(4) 0.3305 0.3063 0.3729 - 0.5763 0.9543 0.9578 0.9720 - 0.6317 0.8930 0.9226 0.9393
(5) 0.3171 0.2927 0.3569 - 0.5814 0.9608 0.9650 0.9782 - 0.6415 0.8995 0.9284 0.9391

Table 6: AUC, Precision andAverage F1 score results. First column represents datasets described in Table 5. Themissing entries
correspond to experiments that did not complete even after 24 hours of execution.

Future hyperedge prediction with HPRA
In this setting, we consider the task of predicting hyperedges
of later years by using the previous years’ hyperedges, as
shown in Figure 3. Here, the future hyperedge set consists
of hyperedges only from a particular year, and the similarity
scores are calculated using network snapshots from previous
years. We use ACM co-citation dataset [39] for our experi-
ments, and the dataset statistics are shown in Table 5. We
evaluate both variants of HPRA- with and without a candi-
date hyperedge set, and report the results in Table 6.

Results and Discussions
From Table 2, 3, 4 and 6, following observations are evident:

• HPRA outperforms other baselines on most of the
datasets and achieves highly competitive performance
with the best results on the rest. In order to validate the
results, we performed the paired t-tests and observed
the following
- In Table 2, HPRA-average F1 score is higher than
the other methods with p < 0.05 on all but Citeseer
Co-reference and Cora Co-reference datasets.

- In Table 3,WheneverHPRAperforms the best, HPRA-
average AUC score is higher than the other methods
with p < 0.05 on all the datasets except DBLP.

- In Table 4,WheneverHPRAperforms the best, HPRA-
average Precision score is higher than the other
methods with p < 0.05 on all the datasets.
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• None of the other baselines performed consistently
well on all datasets, while HPRA is either the best
performing or close to the best on all the datasets.
• Though katz has a reasonably good performance on
many datasets, it fails to perform when hypergraphs
have high average hyperedge and node degrees. One
possible reason could be, in such hypergraphs, even a
small damping factor may involve a large proportion
of the hypergraph in score calculation, which may lead
to identical similarity scores for multiple node-pairs.
• HPRA performs remarkablywell onHiggsTwitter dataset,
while other methods perform poorly. One distinguish-
ing characteristic of this dataset is that the nodes with
a low degree are part of hyperedges with high cardi-
nality, and the nodes with a high degree participate
in low cardinality hyperedges. This distinct pattern of
nodes’ participation causes the CN approach to per-
form poorly. High average node degree and hyperedge
cardinality of the hypergraph introduces unwanted
influences from a large part of the network, which
makes this graph hard for the Katz method.
• We attribute the poor performance of CMM to the way
in which its objective function is designed. The CMM
objective function is designed in a way that, in the pur-
suit of optima, it prefers hyperedges of extremely low
cardinality over the rest of the hyperedges. If the can-
didate hyperedge set has distractor hyperedges of low
cardinality, then CMM chooses these hyperedges over
genuine high cardinality hyperedges. In real-world
networks, more often than not, we observe high hy-
peredge cardinality (refer Tables 1 and 5).

Ablation Study: Our definition of HRA has two parts:
similarity due to direct connections and due to common
neighbors. To analyze the effect of each part, we introduce a
weight α , and modify the HRA equation as follows:

HRAxy = αHRAdirect + (1 − α)HRAindirect

We vary α over [0,1] to examine the effect of each part
on the AUC score (Figure 4). We observe low AUC scores at
both extremes, which reveals that both parts are essential in
precisely predicting the hyperedges.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have considered the problem of hyperedge
prediction. The inherent complexity of the problem makes
it difficult to extend existing edge prediction methods for
hypergraphs. We proposed HPRA, which is the first method
that predicts novel hyperedges without any candidate hy-
peredge set. We accomplish this by efficiently exploiting the
hypergraph structure, unlike the existing algorithms, which
formulate it as a classification problem. HPRA rightly cap-
tures the similarity between nodes by extending the resource

allocation procedure to hypergraphs. Experimental results
show that HPRA gives unprecedently robust performance
compared to state-of-the-art methods.
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